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Recently Konvalina determined the number of ways of selecting k objects from a 
cycle of n objects with no two selected objects separated by exactly one object. For 
arbitrary integers p, k, and s, we show that a recent result of the author can be 
applied to determine the number of ways of selecting k objects (from a cycle of n 
objects) which contain exactly p pairs of selected objects separated by exactly s 
objects. Konvalina’s result follows as the special case p = 0 and s = 1. 
1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
Recently, Konvalina [2] studied the problem of selecting k objects from n 
objects arrayed in a line or a cycle with no two selected having unit 
separation, i.e., having exactly one object between them (two selected objects 
being consecutive is allowed). Let g(n, k) denote the number of ways of such 
a selection for a cycle. Konvalina proved the following-result. 
THEOREM. 
g(n,k)= (n;k)+ (“;k;l) for n>2k+ 1. 
We now extend the concept of unit separation to separation s, i.e., a pair 
of objects has separation s if they are separated by exactly s objects (a pair 
of consecutive objects have separation 0). In this paper we show that a 
recent result of the author [ 1 ] can be applied to count the number of ways of 
selecting k objects (from a cycle of n objects) which contains exactly p pairs 
of separation s. Thus Konvalina’s theorem follows as the special case p = 0 
and s = 1. 
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2. THE MAIN RESULT 
Let O,+O,+... --t 0, --t 0, denote the given cycle C of n objects. For 
given s, let m denote the greatest common divisor of n and (s + 1). For 
i = 1, 2,..., m define Ci to be the cycle Oi-)O~s+,)+i~02(s+,)+ij ... + 
%/m-Im+l)+i + Oi where the subscripts are reduced modulo n. Then a 
selection of k objects contains p pairs of separation s on C if and only if it 
contains p pairs of separation 0 on C,, C, ,..., C,. 
Let g, n,,...,n,,,k(t) denote the generating function where the coefficient of tP 
is the number of ways of selecting k objects from m cycles of n, ,..., n, 
objects, respectively, such that the k objects contain p pairs of separation 0. 
It is proved in [ 1 ] that 
where the sum is over all subsets S of N = (n, ,..., n,), n(S) is the sum of the 
elements contained in S, and 
&l),k@) = t”9 
= 1, 
k=n>O 
k=O 
s 
f k-l \[n-k-l\ 
=n 
“;1’ \k-p- ll\k-p- l/ tP 
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p=0 
= 0, otherwise. 
For our problem each of the m cycles has n/m objects. Therefore 
N = {n/m,..., n/m}. Furthermore, if S is a subset consisting of more than 
[m/2] elements ([xl is the integral part of x), then n - 2n(S) < 0 and the 
value of the corresponding term in gN,k(t) is zero. Let g,&f) denote the 
generating function where the coefftcient of tp is the number of ways of 
selecting k objects, from a cycle of n objects, which contains exactly p pairs 
of separation s. Thus we have proved 
THEOREM. 
gn,k,s(t) = 'F' (7) (t- l)"i'mg(n-*i,m),k-njlm(f)' 
j=O 
For n> km + 1, k- nj/m < 0; hence g(“-Znj/m,k-nj/m)=o’ except for 
j = 0. We achieve the following simplification: 
COROLLARY 1. gn,k,s (0 = &,,k(t)fir n > km + 1. 
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The number of ways of selecting k objects without separation s can be 
obtained from gn,Jf) by setting t = 0. Let g&n, k) denote this number. 
Then 
COROLLARY 2. 
gs(n,k)= ‘5’ (7) (-l)“‘l” n-2njim 
j=O k - nj/m 
“,r;.z;; ‘). 
Again for n > km + 1, (“~k-,;‘,l’!;‘) = 0 except for j= 0. Hence 
COROLLARY 3. 
gs(n,k)=+(n;~;l)= (nik)+ (n;-;l) for n>km+ 1. 
For Konvalina’s problem s = 1 and m < 2. So his theorem follows as a 
special case of Corollary 3. 
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